
Bumpers, Buttons, & Headlines
83 New sayings that should be on buttons...

1. Well, this day was a total waste of make-up.
2. Make yourself at home! Clean my kitchen.
3. Who are these kids and why are they calling me Mom?
4. A hard-on doesn't count as personal growth.
5. Don't bother me. I'm living happily ever after.
6. Do I look like a freakin' people person?
7. This isn't an office -- It's Hell with fluorescent lighting.
8. I started out with nothing & still have most of it left.
9. I pretend to work. They pretend to pay me.
10. I've found Jesus. He was behind the sofa the whole time. {No doubt scared to death...}
11. If I throw a stick, will you leave?
12. You! Off my planet!
13. Therapy is expensive, poppin' bubble wrap is cheap! You choose.
14. Practice random acts of intelligence & senseless acts of self-control.
15. Bottomless pit of needs & wants.
16. I like cats, too. Let's exchange recipes.
17. Friendly checkout clerk. Thanks for keeping me that way!
18. If I want to hear the pitter patter of little feet, I'll put shoes on my cat.
19. Does your train of thought have a caboose?
21. Did the aliens forget to remove your anal probe?
22. Errors have been made. Others will be blamed.
24. Let me show you how the guards used to do it.
25. And just how may I screw you over today?
26. And your cry-baby whiny-assed opinion would be...?
27. I'm not crazy, I've just been in a very bad mood for 30 years.
28. If only you'd use your powers for good instead of evil...
29. See no evil, hear no evil, date no evil.
30. A PBS mind in an MTV world.
31. Yeah, right! Like I'm going to put that icky thing in my mouth.
32. Allow me to introduce my selves.
33. Sarcasm is just one more service we offer.
34. Whisper my favorite words: "I'll buy it for you."
35. Better living through denial.
36. Whatever kind of look you were going for, you missed.
37. Suburbia: where they tear out the trees & then name streets after them.
38. Adult child of alien invaders.
39. Do they ever shut up on your planet?
40. I'm just working here till a good fast-food job opens up.
41. Are those your eyeballs? I found them in my cleavage.
42. I'm not your type. I'm not inflatable.
43. I'm trying to imagine you with a personality.
44. A cubicle is just a padded cell without a door.
45. Stress is when you wake up screaming & you realize you haven't fallen asleep yet.
46. Mall whore: I can suck the numbers right off your credit cards.
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47. After I cook the vegetables, what do I do with the wheelchairs?
48. Here I am! Now what are your other two wishes?
49. Back off! You're standing in my aura.
50. I can't remember if I'm the good twin or the evil one.
51. Don't worry. I forgot your name, too!
52. Adults are just kids who owe money.
53. One of us is thinking about sex..... OK, it's me.
54. How many times do I have to flush before you go away?
55. I have a computer, a vibrator, & pizza delivery. Why should I leave the house?
56. I just want revenge. Is that so wrong?
57. It's sick the way you people keep having sex without me.
58. I work 40 hours a week to be this poor.
59. You say I'm a bitch like it's a bad thing.
60. Can I trade this job for what's behind door #2?
61. Okay, okay, I take it back! UnScrew you!
62. Macho Law forbids me from admitting I'm wrong.
63. Nice perfume. Must you marinate in it?
64. Not all men are annoying. Some are dead.
65. Too may freaks, not enough circuses.
66. Chaos, panic, & disorder - my work here is done.
67. A woman's favorite position is CEO.
68. Ambivalent? Well, yes and no. {Or, as Buffett sings, 'Indecision may or may not be my problem'}
69. You look like shit. Is that the style now?
70. Everyone thinks I'm psychotic, except for my friends deep inside the earth.
71. Earth is full. Go home.
72. Is it time for your medication or mine?
73. Does this condom make me look fat?
74. Did I mention the kick in the groin you'll be receiving if you touch me?
75. I plead contemporary insanity.
76. And which dwarf are you? {Presumably this was written by Grumpy's sister...}
77. I refuse to star in your psychodrama.
78. I thought I wanted a career, turns out I just wanted paychecks.
79. How do I set a laser printer to stun?
80. It ain't the size, it's..... no wait -- it IS the size.
81. Meandering to a different drummer.
82. I'm not tense, just terribly, terribly alert.
83. I majored in Liberal Arts. Will that be for here or to go?

-----------------------------------------

Actual Headlines

1. Something Went Wrong in Jet Crash, Expert Says
2. Police Begin Campaign to Run Down Jaywalkers
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3. Safety Experts Say School Bus Passengers Should Be Belted
4. Drunk Gets Nine Months in Violin Case
5. Survivor of Siamese Twins Joins Parents
6. Farmer Bill Dies in House
7. Iraqi Head Seeks Arms
8. Is There a Ring of Debris around Uranus?
9. Stud Tires Out
10. Prostitutes Appeal to Pope
11. Panda Mating Fails; Veterinarian Takes Over
12. Soviet Virgin Lands Short of Goal Again
13. British Left Waffles on Falkland Islands
14. Lung Cancer in Women Mushrooms
15. Eye Drops off Shelf
16. Teacher Strikes Idle Kids
17. Reagan Wins on Budget, But More Lies Ahead
18. Squad Helps Dog Bite Victim
19. Shot Off Woman's Leg Helps Nicklaus to 66
20. Enraged Cow Injures Farmer with Axe
21. Plane Too Close to Ground, Crash Probe Told
22. Miners Refuse to Work after Death
23. Juvenile Court to Try Shooting Defendant
24. Stolen Painting Found by Tree
25. Two Soviet Ships Collide, One Dies
26. Two Sisters Reunited after 18 Years in Checkout Counter
27. Killer Sentenced to Die for Second Time in 10 Years
28. Never Withhold Herpes Infection from Loved One
29. Drunken Drivers Paid $1000 in `84
30. War Dims Hope for Peace
31. If Strike isn't Settled Quickly, It May Last a While
32. Cold Wave Linked to Temperatures
33. Enfields Couple Slain; Police Suspect Homicide
34. Red Tape Holds Up New Bridge
35. Deer Kill 17,000
36. Typhoon Rips Through Cemetery; Hundreds Dead
37. Man Struck by Lightning Faces Battery Charge
38. New Study of Obesity Looks for Larger Test Group
39. Astronaut Takes Blame for Gas in Spacecraft
40. Kids Make Nutritious Snacks
41. Chef Throws His Heart into Helping Feed Needy
42. Arson Suspect is Held in Massachusetts Fire
43. British Union Finds Dwarfs in Short Supply
44. Ban On Soliciting Dead in Trotwood
45. Lansing Residents Can Drop Off Trees
46. Local High School Dropouts Cut in Half
47. New Vaccine May Contain Rabies
48. Man Minus Ear Waives Hearing
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49. Deaf College Opens Doors to Hearing
50. Air Head Fired
51. Steals Clock, Faces Time
52. Prosecutor Releases Probe into Undersheriff
53. Old School Pillars are Replaced by Alumni
54. Bank Drive-in Window Blocked by Board
55. Hospitals are Sued by 7 Foot Doctors
56. Some Pieces of Rock Hudson Sold at Auction
57. Sex Education Delayed, Teachers Request Training
58. Include your Children When Baking Cookies

Today's Market Report:

Helium was up, feathers were down. Paper was stationary.
Fluorescent tubing was dimmed in light trading. 
Knives were up sharply. 
Cows steered into a bull market. 
Pencils lost a few points.
Hiking equipment was trailing.
Elevators rose, while escalators continued their slow decline.
Weights were up in heavy trading.
Light switches were off.
Mining equipment hit rock bottom. 
Diapers remain unchanged.
Shipping lines stayed at an even keel.
The market for raisins dried up.
Coca-Cola fizzled.
Caterpillar stock inched up a bit.
Sun peaked at midday.
Balloon prices were inflated.
Scott Tissue touched a new bottom.
And batteries exploded in an attempt to recharge the market...

---------------------------------------------

More Bumpers…

Horn broken, watch for my finger.

Your kid may be an honors student, but you're still an idiot!

All generalizations are false.

Cover me. I'm changing lanes.
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I brake for no apparent reason.

Learn from your parents' mistakes, try using use birth control.

I'm not as think as you drunk I am.

Forget about World Peace, try to Visualize using your turn signal.

We have enough youth, how about a fountain of Smart?

He who laughs last, thinks slowest.

Lottery: A tax on people who are poor at math.

It IS as bad as you think, and they ARE out to get you.

Auntie Em, Hate you, Hate Kansas, taking the dog. Love, Dorothy.

Change is inevitable, except from a vending machine.

Time is what keeps everything from happening at once.

I love cats, They taste like chicken.

Out of my mind. Be back in five minutes.

Forget the Jones's, I keep us up with the Simpsons's.

Born Free, BUT Taxed to death.

The more people I meet, the more I like my dog.

Laugh alone and the world thinks you're an idiot.

Rehab is for quitters.

I get enough exercise just pushing my luck.

Sometime I wake up Grumpy; other times I let him sleep.

All men are idiots, and I married their King.

VOTE: Jack Kevorkian for White House Physician.

Work is for people who don't know how to fish.
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Montana: Well, at least our cows are sane.

I didn't fight my way to the top of the food chain to be a vegetarian.

Women who think they want to be equal to men absolutely lack ambition.

If you don't like the news, go out and make your own.

When you do a good deed, get a receipt, just in case heaven is like the IRS.

Sorry, I don't date outside my species.

BMW Window Sign: NO RADIO, Stolen on Tuesday.

Reality is a crutch for people who can't handle drugs.

Real women don't have Hot Flashes, they have POWER SURGES.

I took an IQ test, Luckily, the results were negative.

Where there's a will, I want to be in it.

OK, who stopped payment on my reality check?

Few women admit their age; Fewer men ever act it.

I don't suffer from insanity, I worked very hard to get this way, and now I'm going to enjoy every minute 
of it.

If you work Hard, you expect a future payoff, whereas, Laziness paysoff NOW.

Tell me to stuff it, I'm a taxidermist.

IRS: "We've got what it takes", TO TAKE WHAT YOU'VE GOT!

Time is the best teacher: Unfortunately it kills all its students.

According to my calculations, the problem doesn't exist.

Some people are only alive because it is illegal to kill in some states.

Pride is what we have. Vanity is what others have.

A bartender is just like a pharmacist, EXCEPT, with a limited inventory.

Reality? Is that where the pizza delivery guy comes from?
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WARNING: Dates on the calendar are closer than they may appear.

Give me ambiguity, or give me something else.

We are born naked, wet and hungry. Then life REALLY goes to shit!

Make it idiot proof. And, some challenged asshole will make a better idiot.

Always remember, you are unique, just like everyone else.

Friends help you move, REAL friends help you move bodies.

Very funny Scotty, NOW BEAM DOWN MY CLOTHES.

Puritanism: The haunting fear that someone, somewhere may be happy.

Consciousness: That annoying time between naps.

I souport publik edUkashun.

Remember; Be nice to your kids. They are going to choose your nursing home.

Beauty is in the eye of the 4 beer holder.

There are three (3) kinds of people: those who can count & those who can't.

Why is "abbreviation" such a long word?

Ever stop to think, and forget to start again?

My other car is a broom.

ALL Politicians are like diapers. You MUST change them often, and for the same reason.

Enjoy life! This is not a dress rehearsal.
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STUPID SLOGANS WAITING TO BE COPYRIGHTED      
or                         

THIS IS AMERICA - IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY, GET IT OFF YOUR 
CHEST AND ONTO A BUMPER STICKER

* Conserve water - Shower with a friend
* Don't drink and drive - you might hit a bump and spill it.
* Don't drink and park - accidents cause people.
* Keep America beautiful, swallow your beer cans.
* If money can't buy happiness, I guess you'll just have to rent it.
* Drive defensively, buy a tank.
* I used to think I was indecisive, but now I'm not too sure.
* Famous last words: Don't unplug it, it will just take a moment to fix.
* Famous last words: What happens if you touch these two wires tog--
* Famous last words: Don't worry, it's not loaded.
* Everything I need to know I got from watching Gilligan's Island.
* It doesn't matter how hard you've studied; the material won't be on the exam anyway.
* Sticks and stones may break my bones, but whips and chains excite me.
* If it doesn't fit, force it; if it breaks, it needed replacement anyway.
* Reality is a figment of your imagination.
* Life is just one of those things.
* Don't use force; use a bigger hammer.
* Make WAR, not SEX, it's safer!
* You know it's going to be a bad day when you jump out of bed and miss the floor.
* I can handle pain until it hurts.
* It's not what you say in your argument, it's how loud you say it.
* Live teddy bears are best.
* Nothing is illegal until you get caught.
* The ultimate reason is "because."
* I'm objective; I object to everything.
* You cannot achieve the impossible without attempting the absurd.
* Kiss me twice. I'm schizophrenic.
* You're not drunk if you can lie on the floor without hanging on.
* Abandon the search for Truth; settle for a good fantasy.
* If you cannot convince them, confuse them.
* A day for firm decisions!!! Or is it??
* If you can't learn to do it well, learn to enjoy doing it badly.
* I have always been crazy, but it kept me from going insane.
* Never give a sucker an even break; take everything you can from him.
* Millions of years ago, man climbed out of the slime. You want to join the party?
* Laws are like bones; they're made to be broken.
* It's only a game until you lose.
* If God had intended man to watch TV, he would have given him rabbit ears.
* Gravity is a myth, the Earth sucks.
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* Fine day to work off excess energy, steal something heavy.
* If you didn't get caught, did you really do it?
* Everything is unimportant in some way.
* Life is a terminal disease.
* Your lucky color has faded.
* Overdrawn? But I still have checks left!
* Yeah, there's a lot of stress here, but I'm not straining.
* How 'bout coming up to my place for a spot of heavy breathing?
* The world's so terrible that one can only make fun of it.
* No matter where you go; you're there.
* Life's biggest question is whether or not you're happy - not with others, but with yourself.
* Love isn't love until you give it away.
* Don't take me literally.
* Nothing is ever 100%
* I'd love to go out with you, but I have to stay home and see if I snore.
* I'd love to go out with you, but it's my parakeet's bowling night.
* I'd love to go out with you, but I'm having all my plants neutered.
* If you think this week was a drag, wait till you see what happens next week!
* If you knew what you were doing, you'd be bored.
* It's not just reality that matters.
* Pets aren't dangerous; just don't let them carry guns.
* The unexamined life is not worth living.
* You can't dream too much; you can't do enough to make your dreams come true.
* Where does it go? It doesn't matter. Flush it.
* The world is coming to an end. Please log off.
* Experience varies directly with equipment ruined.
* Avoid reality at all costs.
* Take everything in stride. Trample anyone who gets in your way.
* Do not believe in miracles - rely on them.
* It looks like blind screaming hedonism won out.
* Save the whales, collect the whole set.
* If everything is coming your way, then you're in the wrong lane.
* 90% of everything is crud.
* LSD melts in your mind, not in your hands.
* Earn cash in your spare time, blackmail your friends.
* Oh well, I guess this is just going to be one of those lifetimes.
* Don't believe everything you hear or anything you say.
* Death is life's way of telling you you're fired.
* If all else fails, throw up.
* Do we know that life has a cause?
* No one is perfect, but some of us are closer than others.
* Live fast, die young, and leave a good looking corpse behind.
* Fun is just point of view.
* If you understand something today, it must be obsolete.
* If ours is a man made world, why can't we remake it?
* My rules apply only to other people, not myself.
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* In God we trust; all others must pay cash.
* It's only hopeless if you walk away.
* Keep that sense of humor; it's critical.
* Imagination is the foundation of reality.
* Life is a glitch in the universal program; death is just the programmer's way of debugging.
* The real trick to carrying on is not getting carried away.
* Life's a tough job, and the hours are a bitch.
* Everything is possible; just not too probable.
* Since when is talking a sign of thinking?
* Looking to God for answers is premature.
* I like quality, not quantity.
* Why should I grow up? This is more fun!
* I have crossed and recrossed the line between sanity and madness so many times that I have all but 
rubbed it out.
* Reality is all a point of view.
* Don't play with your food, especially after you've already eaten it.
* Kinky sex is for those who can't handle normal sex.
* Hugs don't feel as good on the computer.
* Speak softly, but carry an M16.
* Change a life; make someone feel important.
* Don't let schooling get in the way of your education.
* It's all a pigment of your hallucination.
* Your type doesn't stay around long enough to stay your type.
* Yea, though I walk through the valley of death, I will fear no evil, for I am the meanest sonofabitch in 
the valley.
* Consider yourself hugged.
* Just take a cold shower and sleep it off.
* In theory, everything works.
* Life is recursive.
* The light at the end of the tunnel is the headlight of the oncoming train.
* Plagiarism is copying from one source; research is copying from two or more.
* Repetition is always better the second time.
* Clever is getting out alive.
* Around here, to be nuts is normal, to be sane is stupid.
* Just plead the Fifth -- or drink it -- either way.
* Death is the consequence of being alive.
* Life's a beach, and then you drown.
* Don't worry about life; you're not going to survive it, anyway.
* Never open a book before 4 p.m. Sunday. (Rule of Weekend Studying)
* Believe in Darwin; cancer cures smoking.
* Time flies when you don't know what you're doing.
* People who think they know what they're doing are especially annoying to those of us who do.
* Have a nice day . . . somewhere else.
* Was today really necessary?
* Life without bears would be unbearable.
* Lead me not into temptation; I can find it myself.
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* I've no time to prepare a profound message.
* Life is too important to be taken seriously.
* Whatever it is -- I didn't do it!
* You're twisted, depraved, and rotten to the core . . . I like that in a person.
* Rainy days and automatic weapons always get me down.
* Optimism: Waiting for a ship to come in when you haven't sent one out.
* It's been Monday all week.
* When all else fails, lower your standards.
* I'm surrounded by idiots!
* Do unto others before they do unto you.
* Why be normal?
* I don't know, I don't care, and it doesn't make any difference.
* Don't take life too seriously; it's not permanent.
* If you're gonna go, go obnoxiously.
* I'm only a hypochondriac when I'm feeling sick.
* I don't think I'd be so bored if I didn't have so much to do.
* Never trust a nun with a gun.
* It's an IBM; it's got an excuse.
* Don't compute and drive; the life you save may be your own.
* No matter how bad a situation is, if you can't laugh at it, you are in really deep sh*t.
* Never go into a hug off balance.
* Life's a bitch, and then you're reincarnated.
* Cute and interesting are two different things.
* If there were no such thing as bears, what kind of hugs would we give?
* Life without glasses is fuzzy-wonderful.
* It's your right to be stupid, but it doesn't mean you should be.
* Life's a trip and then you run out of Travelers' Checks.
* If life's a trip, then where's my ticket?
* IBM: The stupidity goes in when the name goes on.
* I wouldn't know how to act if I weren't in trouble.
* If you're gonna' panic, panic constructively.
* A kibble is one thousand nibbles.
* Having a good time can be deadly.
* Reality is only fantasy gone stale.
* Be good; if you can't be good, forget it!
* If you can't go first class, charge it.
* Reality is a nice place, but I wouldn't want to live there.
* Be fruit fly and multiple.
* Sarcasm helps keep you from telling people what you really think of them.
* Wouldn't it be nice if there was an Escape key for all of our problems?
* I know my biology; it's your biology I don't know.
* Life isn't weird; it's the people in it.
* I should have known better; every happy moment in my life came from lying.
* If you can't be weird, why be?
* It isn't homework unless it's due tomorrow.
* Gravity always gets me down.
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* I've given up trying to escape from reality; they always find me anyway.
* I'm serious; it was a joke.
* Hairy Kiwi: Death by fruit.
* If we're going to have fun, we've got to be serious about it.
* If I can't fix it, it ain't broken.
* I'm not a psychiatrist; I'm just an expert at being confused.
* Now that I've finally got my act together, I’ve forgotten what I'm supposed to do with it.
* I cleaned up my act once, but I decided it was more fun when it was dirty.
* This was only a test; if this had been a real emergency, you'd be dead.
* For him to get an idea, it would be a surgical process.
* I'm not a creep; I'm actually a wonderful person hiding inside the body of a creep.
* I'm not crazy; I'm just a sane person trapped in the body of a lunatic.
* Being good at being stupid doesn't count.
* Some have morals, some don't, most simply ignore them.
* You can't be late until you show up.
* It doesn't matter what temperature a room is; it's always room temperature.
* I just love nonverbal communication!
* If we don't know it already, chances are we're not interested in learning it.
* You've gotta' die in creative ways.
* They keep saying the right person will come along; I think mine got hit by a truck.
* Get out of my reality!
* If it's not nailed down, it's fair game.
* It's beautiful the way it is; why spoil it by making it legal?
* Everybody looks brave holding a machine gun.
* It's not when you get up, but when you get down.
* I must have a prodigious quantity of mind; it takes me as much as a week sometimes to make it up.
* I don't have any solution but I certainly admire the problem.
* Every time I think I know where it's at, they move it.
* To err is human, to forgive is not Company Policy.
* Of course there is no reason for it, it's just my policy.
* Of course it's the murder weapon. Who would frame someone with a fake?
* When in doubt, use brute force.
* Excellent time to become a missing person.
* A nuclear war can ruin your whole day.
* Confidence is the feeling you have before you understand the situation.
* All things are possible, except skiing through a revolving door.
* My opinions may have changed, but not the fact that I am right.
* Just because you're paranoid doesn't mean that they AREN'T after you.
* Never hit a man with glasses. Hit him with a baseball bat.
* Your lucky number is 32345543423225. Watch for it everywhere.
* They told me I was gullible .. and I believed them.
* When you do not know what you are doing, do it neatly.
* Don't tell me any big lies today. Small ones can be just as effective.
* Look out! Behind you!
* Honesty is the best policy, but insanity is a better defense.
* If at first you don't succeed, redefine success.
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* Laughter is the closest distance between two people.
* Kiss your keyboard goodbye!
* If you are feeling good, don't worry. You'll get over it.
* Never put off till tomorrow what you can avoid all together.
* Your lucky number has been disconnected.
* Darth Vader sleeps with a Teddywookie.
* A professor is one who talks in someone else's sleep.
* Give your child mental blocks for Christmas.
* Death is God's way of telling you not to be such a wise guy.
* Amnesia used to be my favorite word, but then I forgot it.
* I haven't lost my mind -- it's backed up on tape somewhere.
* The shortest distance between two points is under construction.
* There cannot be a crisis next week. My schedule is already full.
* Today is an excellent day to have a rotten day.
* Today is the first day of the rest of the mess.
* You know it's a bad day when...

... the sun comes up in the west.

... you jump out of bed and miss the floor.

... the bird singing outside your window is a buzzard.

... you put both contact lenses in the same eye.

... your pet rock snaps at you.

... the blind date turns out to be your ex-wife.

... your income tax refund check bounces.

... you put your bra on backwards and it fits better.

... Suicide Prevention puts you on hold.
* Nothing is as easy as it looks.
* Everything takes longer than you think.
* It is impossible to make anything foolproof because fools are so ingenious.
* Mother Nature is a bitch.
* Smile . . . tomorrow will be worse.
* When things just can't get any worse, they will.
* Anytime things appear to be going better, you have overlooked something.
* No matter what goes wrong, it will probably look right.
* Once a job is fouled up, anything done to improve it only makes it worse.
* Always keep a record of data - it indicates you've been working.
* In case of doubt, make it sound convincing.
* Experiments should be reproducible - they should all fail in the same way.
* Do not believe in miracles - rely on them.
* Anything that begins well, ends badly. Anything that begins badly, ends worse.
* Any given program, when running, it is obsolete.
* Any given program costs more and takes longer.
* If a program is useful, it will have to be changed.
* If a program is useless, it will have to be documented.
* Profanity is the one language all programmers know best.
* No matter how much you do, you'll never do enough.
* What you don't do is always more important than what you do do.
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* When it rains, it pours.
* The course of progress: Most things get steadily worse.
* Everything put together sooner or later falls apart.
* Things will get worse before they get better.
* Who said things would get better?
* Things get worse under pressure.
* Nothing ever goes away.
* You always find something in the last place you look.
* You can't fall off the floor.
* Anything can be made to work if you fiddle with it long enough.
* If you mess with a thing long enough, it'll break.
* Push something hard enough and it will fall.
* The solution to a problem changes the nature of the problem.
* Inside every large problem is a small problem struggling to get out.
* A good plan today is better than a perfect plan tomorrow.
* Too much of a good thing is wonderful.
* It's not an optical illusion, it just looks like one.
* You are only young once, but you can stay immature indefinitely.
* Test tube babies shouldn't throw stones.
* If God intended men to smoke, He would have set him on fire.
* Drugs may be the road to nowhere, but at least they're the scenic route.
* Whoever has the gold makes the rules.
* Nice guys don't finish nice.
* It's morally wrong to allow suckers to keep their money.
* It's better to have a horrible ending than to have horrors without end.
* Never eat more than you can lift.
* Until you walk a mile in another man's moccasins you can't imagine the smell.
* It was such a lovely day I thought it was a pity to get up.
* I may have my faults, but being wrong isn't one of them.
* If today was a fish, I'd throw it back in.
* Never go to bed mad, stay up and fight.
* I talk to myself because I like dealing with a better class of people.
* I have a new philosophy. I'm only going to dread one day at a time.
* The only reason people get lost in thought is because it's unfamiliar territory.
* Stop crime at its source! Support Planned Parenthood.
* The 100% American is 99% an idiot.
* If you drink, don't drive. Don't even putt.
* There's no point in being grownup if you can't be childish sometimes.
* You're being followed; cut out the hanky-panky for a few days.
* You've been leading a dog's life. Stay off the furniture.
* The whole purpose of your life is to serve as a warning to others.
* A gleekzorp without a ternpee is like a quop without a fertsneet (sort of)
* Laugh at your problems, everyone else does.
* If Murphy's Law can go wrong, it will.
* Don't abandon hope: your Tom Mix decoder ring arrives tomorrow.
* Never sleep with anyone crazier than yourself.
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* I'm prepared for all emergencies. But I'm totally unprepared for everyday life.
* A bird in the hand is safer than one overhead.
* The new baby is like royalty, he's the prince of wails.
* He heard she was stuck up and asked how much they got.
* Ill-bred children are always displaying their pest manners.
* He had never seen the Catskill Mountains, but had seen them kill mice.
* The pants were very sad, they were depressed.
* Her body was recovered, she bought a new suit of clothes.
* If a women changed her sex, what would her religion be? She would be a he-then.
* When asked if he had missed school lately, the boy said `Not a bit. 
* The former ruler of Russia and his wife were called Tsar and Tsarina, so clearly their children were 
called Tsardines.
* Students may like nitrates, they're cheaper than day rates.
* New with a K in front is a Canoe.
* He thought the formula for water was H-I-J-K-L-M-N-O, H-to-O.
* Little rivers which run into the Nile, Juveniles.
* Did you hear about the two peanuts walking down the road when one of them was assaulted?
* It's bad luck to be superstitious.
* Radioactive cats have 18 half-lives.
* Support bacteria, it's the only culture some people have.
* Don't let people drive you crazy when you know it's in walking distance.
* When does summertime come to Minnesota you ask? Well, last year I think it was a Tuesday.
* I wouldn't recommend sex, drugs or insanity for everyone, but they've always worked for me.
* I believe in getting in hot water; it keeps you clean.
* If you can't be good, be careful. If you can't be careful, give me a call.
* Had this been an actual emergency, we would have fled in terror and you wouldn't have been notified.
* According to my best recollection, I don't remember.
* Get forgiveness now - tomorrow you may no longer feel guilty.
* Tomorrow will be canceled due to lack of interest.
* CChheecckk yyoouurr dduupplleexx sswwiittcchh..
* Cautious: Breathing may be hazardous to your health.
* Schizophrenia beats being alone.
* Today is the tomorrow you worried about yesterday.
* Anything worth doing is worth overdoing.
* Sex is not the answer. Sex is the question. Yes is the answer.
* I think that I think, therefore I think that I am.
* The more things change, the more they stay insane.
* They're only trying to make me LOOK paranoid.
* If you don't care where you are, then you ain't lost.
* Do what comes naturally now. Seethe and fume and throw a tantrum.
* Everybody is somebody else's weirdo.
* Honk if you like peace and quiet.
* Never count your chickens before they rip your lips off.
* Quick!! Act as if nothing has happened!
* Paul Revere was a tattle-tail.
* Monday is an awful was to spend 1/7 of your life.
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*Fine day to throw a party. Throw him as far as you can.
*Keep grandma off the streets. Legalize bingo.

Top 25 Country Songs of All-Time

25. Get Your Tongue Outta My Mouth 'Cause I'm Kissing You Good-bye.
24. Her Teeth Was Stained, But Her heart Was Pure.
23. How Can I Miss You If You Won't Go Away?
22. I Don't Know Whether To Kill Myself Or Go Bowling.
21. I Just Bought A Car From A Guy That Stole My Girl, But The Car Don't Run So I Figure We Got An 
Even Deal.
20. I Keep Forgettin' I Forgot About You.
19. I Liked You Better Before I Knew You So Well.
18. I Still Miss You, Baby, But My Aim's Gettin' Better.
17. I Wouldn't Take Her To A Dog Fight, Cause I'm Afraid She'd Win.
16. I'll Marry You Tomorrow But Let's Honeymoon Tonight.
15. I'm So Miserable Without You, It's Like Having You Here
14. I've Got Tears In My Ears From Lyin' On My Back and Cryin' Over You.
13. If I Can't Be Number One In Your Life, Then Number Two On You.
12. If I Had Shot You When I Wanted To, I'd Be Out By Now.
11. Mama Get A Hammer (There's A Fly On Papa's Head).
10. My Head Hurts, My Feet Stink, And I Don't Love You.
9. My Wife Ran Off With My Best Friend, And I Sure Do Miss Him.
8. Please Bypass This Heart.
7. She Got The Ring And I Got The Finger.
6. You Done Tore Out My Heart And Stomped That Sucker Flat.
5. You're The Reason Our Kids Are So Ugly.
4. If the Phone Don't Ring, You'll Know It's Me.
3. She's Actin' Single and I'm Drinkin' Doubles.
2. She's Looking Better After Every Beer.

And the number 1 country song of all-time is:

1. I Haven't Gone To Bed With Any Ugly Women, But I've Sure Woke Up With A Few!

-EARTH FIRST! We'll strip-mine the other planets later.
-Friends help you move. Real friends help you move bodies.
-I'm as confused as a baby in a topless bar.
-The gene pool could use a little chlorine.
-Make it idiot-proof and someone will make a better idiot.
-He who laughs last thinks slowest!
-A flashlight is a case for holding dead batteries.
-Lottery: A tax on people who are bad at math.
-I wouldn't be caught dead with a necrophiliac.
-I won't rise to the occasion, but I'll slide over to it.
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-Puritanism: The haunting fear that someone, somewhere may be happy.
-Consciousness: That annoying time between naps.
-I don't suffer from insanity. I enjoy every minute of it.
-Okay, who put a "stop payment" on my reality check?
-Few women admit their age. Few men act theirs.
-We have enough youth--how about a fountain of SMART?
-All generalizations are false, including this one.
-I.R.S.: We've got what it takes to take what you've got!
-We are born naked, wet, and hungry. Then things get worse.
-Artificial intelligence usually beats real stupidity.
-Hard work has a future payoff. Laziness pays off now.
-Change is inevitable, except from a vending machine.
-If you are psychic--think "HONK."

"MIDWEST" DISCOVERED BETWEEN EAST AND WEST COASTS

NEW YORK--A U.S.Geological Survey expeditionary force announced Tuesday that it has discovered a 
previously unknown and unexplored land mass between the New York and California coasts known as the 
"Midwest."

The Geological Survey team discovered the vast region while searching for the fabled Midwest Passage, 
the mythical overland route passing through the uncharted area between Ithaca, NY, and Bakersfield, CA.

"I long suspected something was there," said Franklin Eldred, a Manhattan native and leader of the 200-
man exploratory force. "I'd flown between New York and L.A. on business many times, and the unusually 
long duration of my flights seemed to indicate that some sort of large area was being traversed, an area 
of unknown composition."

The Geological Survey explorers left the East Coast three weeks ago, embarking on a perilous journey to 
the unknown. Not long after crossing the Adirondack Mountains, Eldred and his team were blazing trails 
through strange new regions, wild lands full of corn and wheat.

"Thus far we have discovered places known as Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin," said Randall Zachary, 
chief navigator for the expedition. "When translated from the local dialect into English, these words 
seem to mean 'summer camp.'"

Eldred and the others were surprised to learn that the Midwest, whose inhospitable environment was long 
believed to be incapable of supporting human life, is indeed populated, albeit sparsely.

"The Midwestern Aborigines are ruddy, generally heavy-set folk, clad in plain, non-designer costumery," 
Eldred said. "They tend to live in simple, one-story dwellings whose interiors are decorated with Hummels 
and 'Bless This House' needlepoint wall-hangings. And though coarse and unattractive, these simple people 
were rather friendly, offering us quaint native fare such as
'hotdish' and 'casserole.'"
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Though the Midwest territory is still largely unexplored, early reports describe a region as backwards as 
it is vast. "Many of the basic aspects of a civilized culture appear to be entirely absent," said Gina 
Strauch, a Los Angeles-based anthropologist. "There is no theater to speak of, and their knowledge of 
posh restaurants is sketchy at best. Further, their agricentric lives seem to prevent them from pursuing 
high fashion to any degree, and, as a result, their mode of dress is largely restricted to sweatpants and 
sweatshirts, the women's being adorned with hearts and teddy bears and the men's with college-football 
insignias."

Despite the Midwesterners' considerable cultural backwardness, some say the establishment of relations 
with them is possible.

"Believe it or not, this region may have things to offer us," said Jonathan Ogleby, a San Francisco-area 
marketing expert. "We could construct an airport there, a place where New Yorkers could switch planes 
on their way to California. We could stage revivals of old Broadway musicals there. Perhaps we could even 
one day conduct trade with the Midwesterners, offering them electronic devices in exchange for meats 
and agriculture."

Others, however, are not so optimistic about future relations. "We must remember that these people are 
not at all like us," Conde Nast publisher and Manhattan socialite Lucille Randolph Snowdon said. "They are 
crude and provincial, bewildered by our tall buildings and our art galleries, our books and our coffee shops. 
For an L.A. resident to attempt to interact with one of them as he or she would with, say, a Bostonian is 
ludicrous. It appears unlikely that we will ever be able to conduct a genuine exchange of ideas with them 
about anything, save perhaps television or 'the big game.'"

---------------------------------------------

A few thoughts (or lack thereof)...

- If Barbie is so popular, why do you have to buy her friends?
- For Sale: Parachute. Only used once, never opened, small stain.
- Why do psychics have to ask you for your name?
- Corduroy pillows: They're making headlines!
- I drive way too fast to worry about cholesterol
- I couldn't repair your brakes, so I made your horn louder.
- Depression is merely anger without enthusiasm
- Drink 'til she's cute, but stop before the wedding
- Eagles may soar, but weasels don't get sucked into jet engines
- Boycott shampoo! Demand the REAL poo!
- Early bird gets the worm, but the second mouse gets the cheese
- I'm not cheap, but I am on special this week
- I almost had a psychic girlfriend but she left me before we met
- I intend to live forever - so far, so good
- I love defenseless animals, especially in a good gravy
- If you ain't makin' waves, you ain't kickin' hard enough!
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- Mental backup in progress - Do Not Disturb!
- Mind Like A Steel Trap - Rusty And Illegal In 37 States
- Quantum Mechanics: The dreams stuff is made of.
- Support bacteria - they're the only culture some people have
- Televangelists: The Pro Wrestlers of religion.
- The only substitute for good manners is fast reflexes.
- When everything's coming your way, you're in the wrong lane.
- Ambition is a poor excuse for not having enough sense to be lazy.
- If I worked as much as others, I would do as little as they.
- Beauty is in the eye of the beer holder ...
- 24 hours in a day ... 24 beers in a case ... coincidence?
- If everything seems to be going well, you have obviously overlooked something.
- Many people quit looking for work when they find a job.
- When I'm not in my right mind, my left mind gets pretty crowded.
- Everyone has a photographic memory. Some don't have film.
- If you choke a smurf, what color does it turn?
- Who is General Failure and why is he reading my hard disk?
- What happens if you get scared half to death twice?
- Energizer Bunny arrested, charged with battery.
- I poured Spot remover on my dog. Now he's gone.
- I used to have an open mind but my brains kept falling out.
- Shin: a device for finding furniture in the dark.
- How do you tell when you run out of invisible ink?
- Join the Army, meet interesting people, and kill them.
- Laughing stock: cattle with a sense of humor.
- Wear short sleeves! Support your right to bare arms!
- OK, so what's the speed of dark?
- Black holes are where God divided by zero.
- All those who believe in psychokinesis raise my hand.
- I tried sniffing Coke once, but the ice cubes got stuck in my nose.

Still More bumpers…

I used to be indecisive - now I’m not sure.  
Laughing stock - cattle with a sense of humor 
Why do psychics have to ask you for your name?  
Wear short sleeves! Support your right to bare arms!
To err is human, to moo bovine.
For Sale: Parachute. Only used once, never opened, small stain.
What happens if you get scared half to death twice?  
Energizer Bunny arrested - charged with battery 
I used to have an open mind but my brains kept falling out.  
Dyslexics of the world - untie!
I couldn’t repair your brakes, so I made your horn louder.  
Shin: a device for finding furniture in the dark 
How do you tell when you run out of invisible ink? 
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Everyone has a photographic memory, some just don’t have film.
There’s no future in time travel.
Smith & Wesson - the original point and click interface.
Radioactive cats have 18 half-lives.
How does Teflon stick to the pan?
Corduroy pillows - they’re making headlines!
Black holes are where God divided by zero.  
All those who believe in psychokinesis, raise my hand 
There’s an exception to every rule, except this one.  
Oh Lord give me patience, and give it to me NOW!
A good pun is it’s own reword.


